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Phase properties of a zigzag chain lattice gas with Coulomb interactions

T. C. King and Y. K. Kuo*
Synchrotron Radiation Research Center, Hsinchu Science-Based Industrial Park, Hsinchu, 300 Taiwan, Republic of China

and Department of Physics, National Dong-Hwa University, 974 Taiwan, Republic of China
~Received 12 March 2003; published 19 September 2003!

It has been reported that the phase transitions found in the quasi-one-dimensional sulfide KCu72xS4 are most
likely due to vacancy ordering involving Cu1-ion diffusion along the Cu~2!-Cu~2! zigzag chains. Our previous
studies with both a self-consistent method and Monte Carlo simulations confirmed that phase transitions indeed
exist in a one-dimensional~1D! lattice gas system in which vacancy ordering is involved. In this paper, we
calculate the more nearly real case of KCu6.88S4 and further investigate the angular dependence of the phase
properties in a partially occupied 1D zigzag chain with various particle occupancies. The calculated results
suggest that the phase transitions that occur in the quasi-one-dimensional material KCu72xS4 are presumably
due to both intrachain and interchain interactions between the partially occupied Cu1 zigzag chains. Most
interestingly, we found that the average particle distribution of the lowest free energy state is a linear super-
position of two other solutions with different particle distributions for occupancynav51/2.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.036116 PACS number~s!: 64.60.Cn, 05.10.2a, 45.50.Jf
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I. INTRODUCTION

Previously, we proposed a long range mean-field~LRMF!
method to simplify the Hamiltonian of a one-dimension
~1D! straight chain with 1/r Coulomb repulsive interactions
This is relevant to the study of vacancy ordering transitio
in quasi-one-dimensional ~Q1D! materials such as
KCu72xS4. We self-consistently calculated all possible so
tions of average particle number distributions in such a s
tem @1#. The numerical results show that phase transitions
indeed exist in a 1D lattice gas system in which vacan
ordering is involved and the system exhibits complex th
modynamic properties. The properties of the phase tra
tions are extremely sensitive to the occupancynav ~number
of particles/number of lattice sites!, and each simple rationa
occupancynav has a unique phase diagram. More recen
we used Monte Carlo simulations to extend our se
inconsistence method by introducing the effect of therm
fluctuations on the phase transitions in a 1D ordering sys
@2#. In this study, we find hysteretic behavior near the ph
transition at low temperature withnav53/4. This agrees wel
with our experimental findings in the quasi-one-dimensio
sulfide KCu72xS4 system@3# and supports the possible sc
nario of vacancy ordering in the 1D Cu1 chain.

Our previous work focused on a 1D lattice gas system
a partially occupied straight chain. However, structura
KCu72xS4 forms Cu~2!-Cu~2! zigzag chains along thec axis
@4,5#. For instance, the zigzag angle~denoted byu) is
115.388° for KCu6.66S4 and 112.74° for KCu6.88S4 (u
5180° for a straight chain! @4,5#. It was proposed that the
phase transitions that occur in KCu72xS4 are caused by an
ordering of the vacancies in these Cu~2!-Cu~2! zigzag chains
@3#. Therefore, it may be crucial to study the angular dep
dence of the 1D lattice gas system to understand the pro
ties of phase transitions in the KCu72xS4 system.

*Electronic address: ykkuo@mail.ndhu.edu.tw
1063-651X/2003/68~3!/036116~7!/$20.00 68 0361
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In this paper, we perform a real-case calculation
KCu6.88S4 (nav50.72) with u5112.74°. We also study the
properties of phase transitions in partially occupied 1D z
zag chains~PODZ! with various anglesu and occupancy
nav . As the phase properties of the PODZ with Coulom
repulsive interactions are extremely complex, we on
present the two simplest occupancy cases, i.e.,nav5 1

2 and 2
3

in this paper. Our calculated results suggest that the ph
transitions that occur in the quasi-one-dimensional mate
KCu72xS4 are presumably due to both intrachain and int
chain interactions between the partially occupied Cu1 zigzag
chains. That is, these phase transitions exhibited
KCu72xS4 are mainly a three-dimensional phenomenon,
agreement with the x-ray diffraction and TEM results@4,5#.
We also found that the average particle distribution of
lowest free energy state is a linear superposition of two ot
solutions with different particle distribution for occupanc
nav51/2. In Sec. II the long range mean-field method a
our formulation are briefly described. In Sec. III we show o
calculated results onnav50.72 with u5112.74°, nav5 1

2

and 2
3 as well as their corresponding angular dependen

The discussion and summary are presented in Sec. IV.

II. LONG RANGE MEAN-FIELD METHOD

The Hamiltonian of a 1D zigzag chain with 1/r Coulomb
repulsive interactions can be obtained by modifying t
straight chain Hamiltonian in Ref.@1#:

H5(
i 51

NS

(
j . i

J

r i j /a
ninj , ~1!

whereJ is the Coulomb potential energy between two ne
est neighbor particles,ni (ni50 or 1) is the particle numbe
of site i, r i j is the distance between the sitei and j, a is the
distance between the nearest neighbor sites, which is
constant in our calculations, andNs is the number of total
sites in the 1D zigzag chain. Here we assume that there
Ni ions evenly distributed overNs lattice sites (Ni, Ns for a
©2003 The American Physical Society16-1
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T. C. KING AND Y. K. KUO PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 036116 ~2003!
partially occupied chain!, and use open boundary condition
to avoid the divergence of the Hamiltonian. We simplify E
~1! into a LRMF system by assuming that the 1D zigz
chain can be divided into many identical segments, eac
which containsNo ions distributed overNw sites~so that the
average occupancynav5No /Nw5Ni /Ns , as ions are uni-
formly distributed!. Under this assumption, the thermod
namic averages of the particle distributions of each segm
are identical. We exactly consider the interactions betw
particles within the segment at thecenterof the 1D lattice
gas and replace the interactions of all other particles b
local field which is the thermodynamic average of the int
actions acting on the considered segment by all particles
side this segment. We thus obtain a LRMF Hamiltonian
scribed by

HMF5J(
( i , j )

ninj

r i j /a
1(

i 51

Nw

nihi , ~2!

where( ( i , j ) sums over all pairs of particles in the consider
segment,ni (ni50 or 1 and i 51 to Nw) is the particle
e

v

e-
tu
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number of thei th site, and thehi is the local mean field
acting on the sitei which is a function of the zigzag angleu.
Figure 1 shows a zigzag chain simplified by the LRM
method withNw54. The particle numbers of the sites ou
side the considered segment are replaced by the therma
erage of the corresponding sites in the considered segm
In this simplified chain the local mean field acting on site 1
the superposition of all the Coulomb potentials outside
considered segment, which can be written as

FIG. 1. An illustration of a one-dimensional zigzag chain sim
plified by LRMF with Nw54. The particle number of the site
outside the considered segment is replaced by the thermal ave
of the corresponding sites in the considered segment.
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where b5a cosu/2 and c5a sinu/2. We can rewrite the
above equation in a simplified form:

h15S11̂ n1&1S12̂ n2&1S13̂ n3&1S14̂ n4&, ~4!

where theSi j are the structure relationships between siti
and^nj&, which are functions ofu. Then the LRMF Hamil-
tonian is expressed as

HMF5J(
( i , j )

ninj

r i j /a
1(

i 51

Nw

ni (
j 51

Nw

Si j ^nj&. ~5!

The free energy of Eq.~2! is

FMF52kT ln Tr@exp~2HMF /kT!#, ~6!

wherek is the Boltzmann constant. The thermodynamic a
erage particle number at the sitei is then described by

^ni&5
Tr@niexp~2HMF /kT!#

Tr@exp~2HMF /kT!#
. ~7!

As Ns , Nw , No , and the temperatureT are given, we can
numerically calculate the self-consistent solutions of$^ni&%
in each segment with Eq.~7!. Here$^ni&% hasNw elements
and (^ni&5No . Since the x-ray diffraction patterns are d
termined by the average particle number distributions, in
-

-

itively each element in$^ni&% is a member of a reasonab
set of order parameters. In our calculations we assumeNs
5600 000 andNw512. It is noted that the calculated prop
erties of PODZ’s with variousNw andNs are essentially the
same, except for small quantitative differences. For con
nience, we further define an order indexq by

q5

(
i 51

Nw

~^ni&2nav!2

No~12nav!21~Nw2No!nav
2

, ~8!

where 0<q<1. Whenq50, all the^ni& are equal tonav ,
which corresponds to the state at very high temperat
Whenq51, the system is completely ordered,^ni& is equal
to either 0 or 1, corresponding to the state at absolute z
Note that here we neglect the effect of anions in our cal
lations. In the real crystal structure of KCu72xS4 contains
vacancies only on the positive Cu ion sites, the negativ
ions are held in their lattice sites@4,5#. The contribution of
anions to the system is to build up a steady electrical po
tial, which is macroscopically even and microscopically p
riodic. Therefore, to simplify our model, we use the appro
mation similar to that of jellium model in which the negativ
ions distribute uniformly in space and can be neglected@6#.
6-2
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PHASE PROPERTIES OF A ZIGZAG CHAIN LATTICE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 036116 ~2003!
Thus we only consider the interactions between positive i
that could move around the lattice sites and order.

III. RESULTS

A. navÄ0.72

In this section we first present a real-case calculation
KCu6.88S4 with nav50.72 (518/25) and compare with ex
perimental findings. In the real crystal structure
KCu6.88S4, the angle for the partially occupied Cu1 zigzag
chain is 112.74°. In Fig. 2, we show the evolution of t
calculated results of free energyF versus temperaturet for
u5180°, 112.74°, and 70°. As shown in Fig. 2~a!, there are
three phase transitions~two second-order transitions, i
which the free energies, their derivatives, and the order
rameters smoothly approach each other; and one first-o
transition, in which the first derivatives of the free energ
and the order parameters are not the same at the trans!
that exist in thenav50.72 system whenu5180°. Note that
180° corresponds to a straight chain. As the angle decrea
the system becomes simpler and exhibits only one first-o
phase transition. Foru5112.74°, tc is about 0.044 and in-
creases to about 0.067 foru570°. By taking the Cu~2!-
Cu~2! bond distance to be approximately 3 Å, the Coulom
potential energy between two nearest neighbor particleJ
can be estimated to be 4.8 eV. Here we ignore the fact
the Coulomb interaction would be shielded in the conduct
crystals. Thus the calculated transition temperatureTC
50.044J/k in the nav50.72 zigzag chain (u5112.74°) is
approximately 2400 K. Experimentally, there are two pha
transitions observed in KCu6.88S4 at about 200 K. The dis-

FIG. 2. A real-case calculation of KCu6.88S4 with nav50.72
(518/25) foru5180°, 112.74°, and 70°.
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crepancy between our calculations and experimental res
may be due to the following reasons.

~1! The interchain interactions between the zigzag cha
not considered in our model, should play important roles
the phase properties of KCu72xS4. The calculation of exact
effect on interchain interactions to the phase properties of
lattice gas system is now being carried out.

~2! The shielding effect of the Coulomb interaction b
tween neighboring particles should be taken into accoun
the model to obtain consistent transition temperatures
tween theory and experiment.

~3! The mean-field approximation we employed in th
model. According to our previous calculations, as the nu
ber of sites in a segment increases~closer to the exact result!
the transition temperature shifts toward lower temperat
~see Figs. 1 and 2 of Ref.@1#!.

B. navÄ1Õ2

According to our previous studies@1,2#, a second-order
vacancy ordering transition occurs at aboutt50.15 in the
straight chain lattice gas system withnav51/2. For t
.0.15, the$^ni&% has a single numerical solution with all th
^ni& ’s being 0.5, herein called the normal phase. This st
corresponds to the completely disordered state. Fot
,0.15, another solution with lower free energy state hav
average particle numbers repeating themselves every
sites, i.e.,$^ni&%5$n1 ,n2% appears, herein called the spec
phase. In Fig. 3, we show the results for the order index a
function of temperaturet for anglesu from 180° to 87°. It
can be seen that the transition temperature decreases a
angle decreases and the special phase disappears at anu
585.8°. At this angle, the transition temperature betwe
the normal state and the special state approaches zero.

Before the disappearance of the special phase, a
phase, herein called the mixed phase, with the lowest

FIG. 3. The order indicesq vs temperaturet for u.87° with
nav50.5 zigzag chain. The second-order phase transition temp
ture tC decreases asu decreases.
6-3
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T. C. KING AND Y. K. KUO PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 036116 ~2003!
energy emerges at angleu586.95°. The period of the aver
age particle distribution of the mixed phase is every fo
sites, i.e.,$^ni&%5$n1 , n2 ,n3 ,n4%. In Fig. 4, we show the
details of order index as a function of temperaturet for sev-
eral anglesu between 86.95° and 86°, an intriguing evol
tion of a physical property that occurs within this one degr
It is clearly seen in this figure that the mixed state exists o
a wider temperature range as the angle decreases. Fu
,85.8°, the special phase completely disappears. Howe
another special phase, herein called the dual special ph
with average distribution period every four sites, i.e.,$^ni&%
5$n1 ,n1 ,n2 ,n2% appears. The transition between the norm
state and the dual special phase is second order. Actually
dual special phase can be viewed as two neighboring stra
chains, both in the special phase. In other words, fou
.85.8° the zigzag chain still shows the properties of a sin
straight chain, while foru,85.8° the zigzag chain possess
the character of a double chain. In Fig. 5, we show the res
of the order index as a function of temperaturet for several
anglesu between 85° and 15°. Both the mixed phase and
dual special phase exist between these angles. Notice tha
transition temperature from the normal state to the dual s
cial phase increases as the angle decreases, in contrast
results shown in Fig. 3.

For u.50° the mixed phase has the lowest free ene
while the dual special phase has the lowest free energy
u,47°. The order indices of the mixed phase and the d
special phase approach each other as the angle decrease
eventually those two phases intersect and overlap arounu
515°, as shown in Fig. 5. We found that the mixed phas
a linear combination of the special phase and the dual spe
phase. The average particle distribution$^ni&% of the mixed
phase can be exactly written as$n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4%M
5a$n1 ,n2 ,n1 ,n2%S1b$n1 ,n1 ,n2 ,n2%D , where
$n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4%M , $n1 ,n2 ,n1 ,n2%S , and$n1 ,n1 ,n2 ,n2%D are

FIG. 4. The order indicesq vs temperaturet for 86°,u
,86.95° with nav50.5. A new phase called the ‘‘mixed phase
appears atu'86.96° and disappears atu'86°.
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the average particle distributions for the mixed phase,
special phase, and the dual special phase, respectively. Ta
and b are the expansion coefficients witha1b51. In the
upper panel of Fig. 6, we show the temperature depende
of the individual average particle distributions with the low
est free energy phase foru586.5°. Fort.0.03 the system is
in the normal phase, for 0.012,t,0.03 the system is in the
mixed phase, and for 0.01,t the system is in the specia

FIG. 5. The order indiesq vs temperaturet for 15°,u,85°
with nav50.5. Both the mixed phase and the dual special ph
exist within these angles. The transition temperature between
normal state and the dual special phase increases as the ang
creases.

FIG. 6. Upper panel: temperature dependence of the individ
average particle distributions with the lowest free energy phase
u586.5° with nav50.5. Lower panel: the coefficientsa and b of
the mixed phase foru586.5° withnav50.5.
6-4
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PHASE PROPERTIES OF A ZIGZAG CHAIN LATTICE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 036116 ~2003!
phase. Clearly three phase transitions exist in this sys
two first-order transitions with a discontinuousdF/dT occur
at aboutt50.03 and 0.012, and one second-order~continu-
ous! transition occurs at aboutt50.01. The lower panel o
Fig. 6 shows the coefficientsa and b of the mixed phase
versus temperature. For 0.012,t,0.03 the mixed phase i
composed of approximately 80% single chain mode~special
phase! and 20% double chain mode~dual special phase!. For
0.01,t the system is 100% single chain mode~special
phase!.

In Fig. 7, we show the temperature dependence of
individual average particle distributions with the lowest fre
energy phase foru583°. As demonstrated in Figs. 6 and
there is a considerable difference in the phase properties
tweenu586.5° andu583°. For u583°, the system is in
the normal phase fort.0.046 and in the mixed phase fort
,0.046. There is only one first-order transition, at about
50.046 in this case. Besides, as shown in the lower pane
Fig. 7, the mixed phase is composed mostly of the dou
chain mode~dual special phase!, i.e., a is much less thanb.
As t decreases, the coefficientsa approach zero. The calcu
lated ground state (t50) particle distribution foru583° is
$1,1,0,0%, completely double chain mode witha50. Ac-
cording to our calculations, the system would exhibit mo
of the double chain character asu decreases. This resu
makes physical sense because the zigzag chain grad
turns into two well-separated straight chains asu becomes
smaller.

C. navÄ2Õ3

For nav52/3, the angular dependence of the phase pr
erties in the partially occupied zigzag chain is much m

FIG. 7. Upper panel: temperature dependence of the individ
average particle distributions with the lowest free energy phase
u583° with nav50.5. Lower panel: the coefficientsa andb of the
mixed phase foru583° with nav50.5. The mixed phase is mostl
composed of the double chain mode at this angle.
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complex than in the case ofnav51/2. We found that there
are seven possible phases in thenav52/3 zigzag chain,
namely, the normal phase and special phases 1 to 6. All th
seven phases have distinct average particle distribut
$^ni&% and exist in various angle intervals and temperat
ranges. In Fig. 8, we show the free energyF of the system as
a function of temperaturet for u5120° ~upper panel! and
u5110° ~lower panel!. For u5120°, the properties of the
system are similar to those of the straight chain system,
Fig. 4 of Ref.@1#. At this angle, there are two second-ord
phase transitions in this system at aboutt50.08 and t
50.061 and a first-order transition at aboutt50.048. The
phase existing at all temperatures is the normal phase
average particle distribution$n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n3 ,n2 ,n1%. The
phase existing between 0.061,t,0.08 is special phase 1
with average particle distribution$n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4 ,n5 ,n6%. The
phase existing belowt,0.044 is special phase 2, also wi
average particle distribution$n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4 ,n5 ,n6%, but with
differing values ofni . Special phase 3 exists only at ve
low temperatures (t,0.01) and has average particle dist
bution $0.5,1,0.5,0.5,1,0.5%. As the angle decreases, the tem
perature range of special phase 1 is diminished. As show
the lower panel of Fig. 8, special phase 1 completely dis
pears atu5110° and therefore only one first-order transitio
exists at this angle. As the angle further decreases, the s
tion of special phase 3 will also gradually disappear, and
free energy of the normal phase becomes smaller in the
temperature range. Foru,49°, the free energy of the norma
phase is lower than that of the special phase 2 fort,0.05. In
Figs. 9~a!–9~d!, we show the evolution ofF-t plots fromu
545° to u533°. At u545°, the existing stable phases a
the normal phase, special phase 2 and special phase 3
normal phase develops a peak at aboutt50.09. For t

al
or

FIG. 8. The free energyF of the system as a function of tem
peraturet for u5120° ~upper panel! and u5110° ~lower panel!
with nav52/3.
6-5
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T. C. KING AND Y. K. KUO PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 036116 ~2003!
,0.05 the normal state has lower free energy than spe
phase 2. There are two first-order transitions at about
50.10 and at aboutt50.05 for u545°. As the angle de-
creases down tou541°, special phase 3 disappears and
new phase of special phase 4 with average particle distr
tion $n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n3 ,n2 ,n1% appears at aroundt50.07. Notice
that the special phase 4 has the same type of average pa
distribution as the normal phase, but with different values
ni . Another change at this angle is that the free energy of
normal phase splits up into two curves with different pha
properties at aboutt50.095. Atu540°, special phase 4 ex
pands over a wider temperature range and gradually joins
normal phase at aboutt50.09. At u533°, the two phases
~special phase 4 and the normal phase! with similar average
particle distribution finally join together, as shown in Fi
9~d!. On the other hand, two new phases, special phas
~with the lowest free energy! and special phase 6~with the
highest free energy! just emerge at very low temperature
this angle. The average particle distribution of special ph
5 is $n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4 ,n5 ,n6% with ground state configuration
$1,1,1,1,0,0%, while the average particle distribution of sp
cial phase 6 is$n1 ,n2 , n3 ,n3 ,n2 ,n1% with ground state con-
figuration$1,1,0, 0,1,1%. Notice that special phase 5 and sp
cial phase 6 have the same ground state configuration.

In Figs. 10~a!–10~d!, we continue to illustrate the evolu
tion of F-t from u520° to u50.5°. As the angle furthe
decreases, both special phase 5 and special phase 6 s
out in temperature, as shown in Fig. 10~a!. At u515°, spe-
cial phase 6 joins the normal phase~note that these two
phases have similar types of average particle distributions! at
aboutt50.044 and special phase 2 splits up at this tempe
ture. At u55°, the normal phase and the special phas
overlap fort,0.04. For 0.04,t,0.10, special phase 2, spe
cial phase 4, and the normal phase overlap. As the a
decreases down to 0.5°, the normal phase and special p
6 both extend their range and combine into a single cu
with average particle distribution$n1 ,n1 ,n2 ,n2 ,n1 ,n1%. It is

FIG. 9. The evolution of the free energyF vs temperaturet from
u545° to u533° with nav52/3.
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noted that Fig. 10~d! is reminiscent of Fig. 4 of Ref.@1#,
except for the existence of special phase 2 fort,0.04. At
these temperatures, as the angle approaches 0°, the l
two free-energy phases will overlap and the system will ha
the same properties as a straight chain. This result is rea
able, since the zigzag chain would behave like two we
separated and noninteracting straight chains as the angle
proaches zero.

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

In this paper, we utilize the LRMF method to study th
partially occupied 1D zigzag chains with 1/r Coulomb inter-
actions. We study the angular dependence of the phase p
erties in this 1D lattice gas system. Our calculations sh
that the system has complex thermodynamic properties
that the properties of the phase transitions are extremely
sitive to the occupancynav and zigzag angleu. Generally, at
large angles (u.120°) zigzag chains exhibit properties sim
lar to the straight chain system. At very small anglesu
,1°), zigzag chains can be viewed as two well-separa
and noninteracting straight chains, and the system exh
straight chain properties. For intermediate angles, the ph
properties of these systems become rather complex and
eral possible solutions with different average particle dis
bution $^ni&% are available at low temperatures for vario
nav .

We found that the occupancynav of the partially occupied
zigzag chain can be classified into two types. Ifnav can be
written as the simplest fractional formnav5r /p, we define
the occupancy to be ‘‘first type’’ ifp is an even number and
to be ‘‘second type’’ if p is an odd number. For example
nav5 1

2 or 3
4 is first type andnav5 2

3 or 4
5 is second type. The

reason we make such a classification is that the calcul
ground state configuration for a partially occupied zigz

FIG. 10. The evolution of the free energyF vs temperaturet
from u520° to u50.5° with nav52/3.
6-6
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PHASE PROPERTIES OF A ZIGZAG CHAIN LATTICE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 036116 ~2003!
chain is different from a straight chain ifp is even ~first
type!, while the ground state for a zigzag chain and t
straight chain is the same ifp is odd~second type!. Accord-
ing to our calculations, the phase properties alter drastic
as the angle changes from 180°~straight chain! to approach-
ing 0° in the partially occupied zigzag chain. For occupan
of first type, there is a critical angleuC at which the proper-
ties of the phase transitions change abruptly in the parti
occupied 1D zigzag chain. Fornav51/2, there is an abrup
change of the phase properties at aboutuC586° as the sys-
tem transits from single chain mode~larger u) to double
chain mode~smaller u) at this angle. On the other han
there is no such distinct boundary for systems of the sec
type. Fornav52/3, the angular dependence of phase pr
erty in the partially occupied zigzag chain is much mo
complex than the case ofnav51/2. There are seven possib
solutions in thenav52/3 zigzag chain, existing in variou
angle intervals and temperature ranges.

Most interestingly, we found that the average particle d
tribution of the mixed phase is a linear combination of t
special phase and the dual special phase fornav51/2. The
reason for the existence of the mixed phase is presum
due to the crossover of phase property from single ch
mode ~large angle! to double chain mode~small angle! in
decreasing angle. According to our calculation a criti
angle at aboutuC586° separates these two modes, as m
tioned above. In the vicinity of this particular angle, the te
dency of being in the single chain mode or double ch
mode is comparable, so that it is sensible that the sys
appears in a mixed phase with the phase property in the f
of a linear combination of the single chain mode and dou
chain mode. At larger~smaller! angles the mixed phas
shows more of the single~double! chain characteristics, a
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 6~Fig. 7!.

Another intriguing feature is the reentrance of the norm
phase in the phase property of partially occupied 1D zig
chain. For example, fornav51/2 (u586.5°) the phase evo
lutes from normal phase to mixed phase to normal phas
special phase in decreasing temperature~see upper panel o
Fig. 6! and fornav52/3 (u5120°) the phase evolutes from
normal phase to special phase to normal phase to sp
phase 2 in decreasing temperature~see upper panel of Fig
8!. This reentrance phenomenon is essentially a consequ
of energy factor. In our model, a phase transition will occ
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as long as a set of$^ni&% with a lower free energy appears
some temperature. In thenav51/2 (u586.5°) case, both so
lutions of the normal phase and the mixed phase are av
able for 0.012,t,0.03. However the system will exhibit th
mixed phase in this temperature range since the mixed p
has a lower free energy than the normal phase. Att50.012
the system must reenter the normal phase as the mixed p
disappears at this temperature. The same argument also
for the nav52/3 (u5120°) case, which in turn explains th
reentrance of the normal phase in our model system.

We also calculate a real case: KCu6.88S4 with nav50.72
(u5112.74°). Our calculated results show that the mo
system exhibits only one phase transition atTC50.044J/k
~corresponding to 2400 K!. However, the experiment result
show that the Q1D material KCu6.88S4 exhibits two phase
transitions at 205 K and 180 K@3#. Note that the zigzag
chains in KCu6.88S4 have (320.12) out of 4 equivalent sites
for Cu atoms on the chain occupied, so thatnav50.72.
The possible reasons for these inconsistencies between
calculations and experimental results could be among
following.

~1! The interchain interactions between the zigzag cha
which were not considered in our model, should play imp
tant roles in the phase properties of this system.

~2! The shielding effect of the Coulomb interaction b
tween neighboring particles should be taken into accoun
the model to obtain consistent transition temperature
tween theory and experiment. In the present case, a Coul
shielding parameter of 3.5 would yield a reasonable tran
tion temperature for the KCu72xS4 system.

~3! The mean-field approximation we employed in th
model. Finally, it is obvious that the establishment of a thr
dimensional model is necessary to further understand
mechanism of the phase transitions exhibited in
KCu72xS4 system.
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